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 At the start of the game, players are tasked with negotiating illegal races in the city. Players' ultimate goal is to reach level 10,
which is the best rank a player can achieve in the game. Development Like the previous title, , Vandal Hearts was developed by
both Square Enix and Genki. Vandal Hearts was developed in the Genki game engine, an in-house engine created by Genki for
use in their games. It was made available for public download on the website dedicated to Genki games – Genki Online. The

game was made available via the PlayStation Network, the Nintendo DS and the Xbox Live Arcade. Vandal Hearts was
originally announced on January 25, 2007, at the Square Enix event Play, a video game and art exhibition held by Square Enix at

the De La Warr Pavilion in Bexhill-on-Sea, England. Genki Online employee, William Akers, and Vandal Hearts
producer, George Ishii, unveiled the title and described it as "a new RPG that is brimming with fun." Square Enix

acquired Reality Pump Software, an Australian development studio, to co-develop the game with Genki. Masao Nishikawa,
president and CEO of Square Enix, said in a press release, "Vandal Hearts will be an exciting new experience for players on

Nintendo DS and PlayStation 2." The game's primary features include graphics in full 3D, the ability to play as a female
character, online multiplayer, and player choice. The character movement takes place in a fully 3D environment. The 3D effect

makes the in-game scenery feel like it is truly "floating" on top of the 2D background. A notable difference between this and
other games in the Vandal Hearts series is that it takes place in a 3D world, not on a 2D game board. This allows players to

move their character in 3D and fully control their movement. The character animations are also made more realistic than in past
titles, allowing players to interact with and fight other players. The game also allows players to play as a female character,

although it does not allow them to wear dresses and high heels. The player character in the game is voiced by Tony Oliver, and
his voice is also featured in the game's ending. The primary version of Vandal Hearts is released on PlayStation 2 and Nintendo

DS. The PlayStation 2 82157476af
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